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NEW RIVER, ARIZONA, UNITED STATES,

January 24, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

For millions of us who love our pets

deeply we spoil them any chance we

get.  From buying them fancy outfits,

pushing them in strollers, feeding them

organic foods, buying homes with

them in mind, throwing them birthday

parties, and even transforming them

into pet influencers with thousands of

followers on social media, our fur

babies are our everything. They

deserve it all because they bring us so

much joy, peace, laughter, and love. So,

wouldn’t it be wonderful to understand

what they are actually thinking or

trying to tell us? The great news is by

seeking out highly qualified

professionals we can learn to

telepathically communicate with all

animals. In fact, it’s one of the best things we can do to transform our special bond and make life

even better for you and your beloved four-legged friend.

Penelope Smith is one of the most highly regarded sought after animal communicators and pet

psychics in the world. She is now retired from her telepathic work, but through her publications

and teaching, she is helping other aspiring animal communicators as well as any individual who

wishes to learn how to effectively communicate with animals.  Penelope is also the author of

Animal Talk: Interspecies Telepathic Communication, and When Animals Speak: Techniques for

Bonding with Animal Companions, and Animals in Spirit: Our Faithful Companions Transition to

the Afterlife.

“My work as animal communicator is about communicating with animals telepathically, both

living and those who have crossed over, so I can convey their thoughts, feelings, and emotions to

their people to bring more understanding and resolve problems.  This two-way communication
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creates positive changes in animal

behavior and an even stronger more

loving connection and understanding

between you and your animal friends.

Animals generally do not lose

awareness of their spiritual nature as

humans often do. With their innate

wisdom, they have so much to teach

us."

As an example, let’s say your pet seems

unwell, an animal communicator can

pinpoint exactly where they are feeling

the pain or distress, making it easier

for the vet to figure out the issue. Or

perhaps if you are specifically

administering some type of holistic

modality like energy healing your pet

can tell you whether or not it’s actually

making your fur baby feel better.

Maybe you’re caretaking stray cats and

an animal communicator can help you

gain their trust so you can spay or

neuter them and hopefully find them

loving homes. Penelope has even

worked with local shelters to help

facilitate much needed adoptions for

our homeless pets. Among her many

beloved pets she has had over her

lifetime, many have been rescued from

the rough streets. Although they have

forgiving hearts, they need time to heal

from trauma. Giving them much

needed attention and affection is

priceless.

Penelope’s special link with animals

and her intuitive heart of healing

creates a positive ripple effect on

everyone who connects with her work. Central to her work is helping people develop their own

native intuitive abilities and telepathically communicate and expand with these loving energies.

Penelope also speaks with our beloved fur babies who have crossed over bringing much needed



comfort and solace to pet parents struggling with unrelenting grief. She reassures us that our

animals are not gone, they are on the other side alive and well and still with us in spirit guiding

and watching over us. Penelope has found that every living being has their soul journey and

together we are on a spiritual path to flourish in unconditional love.

“They'll show me beautiful fields and sunshine and things that they liked while they were here on

Earth and the absolute joy they derived from being with us. They help us become enlightened

beings of higher consciousness, wisdom, and eternal love.”

Penelope wholeheartedly encourages us to become better communicators and use our hidden

intuitive gifts.

Although she is officially retired from practicing animal communication as a profession, she

continues to help others learn and she accomplishes this through her amazing blog, books,

audio recordings, and videos.

“It’s a process, it's a journey.  I learn from my animals and they learn from me. When people also

learn how to telepathically communicate with their animal friends, they realize that on our

journey in life we are here to help each other and that’s a game changer.”

She says animals are wise beings who can teach us. But definitely they prefer, like all of us do, to

be in harmony and in loving graceful relationships in their home lives.

In her interview with Jim Masters Penelope will make mention of books, audio recordings, and

lectures and her wonderful approach to how we can develop an even better understanding of

one another. You will be enlightened and inspired.

“Although many animals have been traumatized from abusive situations and need time to heal,

unlike humans they don’t dwell on the past. They will say ‘that happened but now I’m here with

you, so let's go for a walk and have fun.’ They're comical, joyful, and keep us energized. It’s can be

very challenging living on Earth and that makes our bond even more comforting. They are here

to be our companions, teachers, guides, and healers, and when we better understand them

telepathically, we will live in even more joy and love.”

Close Up Radio will feature Penelope Smith in an interview with Jim Masters on Thursday January

26th at 3 p.m. EST

Listen to the show on BlogTalkRadio

If you have any questions for our guest, please call (347) 996-3389

For more information, visit www.animaltalk.net

https://www.blogtalkradio.com/closeupradio/2023/01/26/close-up-radio-spotlights-penelope-smith-of-animal-talk
http://www.animaltalk.net
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